Fifteenth in a Series of Webinars for Advanced Instructor Development

THE IMPORTANCE OF INSTRUCTING
& SETTING SUBJECT-MATTER EXPECTATIONS
USING FORCE EXEMPLARS

Brief Description of webinar:
There are more considerations and foreseeable audiences to law enforcement training than
officers and the specific subject of particular training. Using force, temporal arrest-related
death (ARD), and other examples, we explore some of these broader considerations and
expectations, and the importance of clearly including such information in training programs.
Consider, the importance of including the frequency of law enforcement force and ARD actions and outcomes; using comparators to put morbidity and mortality rates into context; importance of post-incident key concept identification; significance of research reference
“bundles;” and including well-formatted audience-specific information materials for decision
makers, including judges and juries.

Michael Brave

At the conclusion of this webinar, you will:

Speaker:

• Explain the potential benefits of establishing
clear accurate expectations and neutralizing
myths.

Michael Brave, J.D., M.S. (attorney, consultant, trainer,
officer), is involved in a wide-range of comprehensive
law enforcement risk/liability and litigation management
services. He is an IADLEST International Certified Instructor (IICI) and Nationally Certified Instructor (INCI); he
serves as Legal Advisor and a Board Member to the International Law Enforcement Educators and Trainers Association (ILEETA); and a Faculty Member to the Americans
for Effective Law Enforcement (AELE). He has been retained as an expert in 230+ cases, has been involved in reviewing 600+ law enforcement temporal death cases, and has
presented on force options and other subjects 1000+ times
in the U.S.A., as well as Mexico, Canada, Panama, Austria,
and the United Kingdom.

• Explain the importance of including incident
frequencies in training programs.
• Explain the significance of rapid post-incident
concept identification and research reference
bundles.
• Awareness of using training to educate outside entities other than officers.
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